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ABSTRACT 

This paper discusses how tense, aspect and mode (TAM) are marked in Sani Yi, a Tibeto-

Burman language spoken in Yunnan, China.  There are two main strategies used by Sani to 

express TAM distinctions: 1) particles, and 2) verbal auxiliaries. These strategies are not always 

easy to tease apart. If the line were clear-cut, a verbal auxiliary would exhibit verb-like behavior 

whereas a particle would not. Verb-like behavior would include the ability to be negated and, in 

Sani Yi, the ability to be reduplicated when a statement is turned into a question.  

In this paper I explore particles and particle/auxiliary-like elements to better understand the 

following: What kind of TAM distinctions are expressed through the use of a given 

particle/auxiliary? For each such distinction, which element is the one that can be negated? 

Which element is the one to be reduplicated when a statement is turned into a question? As a 

result I give a preliminary outline of the Sani Yi TAM system. 
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1 INTRODUCTION  

Sani Yi is a Tibeto-Burman language spoken by about 90,000 people in Southwestern 

China. The Sani live in Yunnan Province in the Shilin Autonomous Yi County and its 

surrounding counties Yiliang, Luxi, Luliang and Mile. In addition, some Sani communities are 

found farther away in Wenshan County, Qiubei area. The varieties of Sani spoken in this 

geographical area are all basically mutually intelligible, but there are some phonological and 

lexical differences. In this paper I discuss TAM markers as they are used in the northern Sani-

speaking area around the Shilin County seat. Differences that show up in my data from southern 

or eastern areas are mentioned in footnotes. 

The Sani language pays attention to aspect rather than tense. Thus, the markers I am going 

to discuss deal mostly with aspect and mode. These categories, however, should be understood 

broadly. They include all those markers which seem to belong to or to be closely interrelated 

with these two groups. After the analysis, some of them may be classified differently. I also 

briefly discuss a few elements I have needed to exclude from these two categories in order to 

know how to handle my data. I start by giving an overview of the markers in question, their 

basic meaning / function and their order in a verb phrase. After that I describe the methods I 

have used in my analysis, giving examples of specific problems and their solutions. The methods 

include: 

1. Making tentative hypotheses based on a) examples in context, and b) examples with     

the same marker grouped together 

2. Charting examples 

3. Checking theoretically possible combinations 

4. Contrasting phrases that differ only in one marker 

5. Testing how the phrases behave when turned into questions or negated 

6. Sharing my results with others in writing 

2 OVERVIEW OF SANI YI TAM MARKERS  

As a general rule, markers expressing aspectual distinctions occur closest to the predicate 

verb. When both aspect and modal markers are present simultaneously, modal markers tend to 

be farther away from the verbal nucleus of the verb phrase: 
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 PRED verb ASPECT  MODE  

khɪ³³ lɒ³³ 
that  DEF 

dzɤ⁵⁵   phɪ⁵⁵ 
burst    tear 

xɒ³³ 
COMPL 

kɯ⁵⁵ 
can 

‘It can burst open.’ (e.g. a bag if stuffed too full) 

2.1 ASPECT-LIKE MARKERS 

The following markers in Sani either deal with aspect or are closely interrelated with it: 

Phase, Future, Completive, Progressive, Experiential, Perfective, Stative and Currently Relevant 

State. They are listed in the same order as they appear in a verb phrase when there are several of 

them present at the same time: 

 

V PHASE FUT COMPL PROG EXP PERF STAT CRS 

 

Of these markers, two will be illustrated in tables of their own. One of them is Phase, because it 

subsumes three different possibilities. The other one is the Experiential marker, because it has 

several constraints restricting its co-occurrence with other markers. The rest of the markers are 

illustrated below: 

 

S O V FUT COMPL PROG PERF
1
 STAT CRS        

khɪ³³ 

s/he 

tsɒ³³ 

food 

mu³³ 

make 

      S/he makes food. 

khɪ³³ tsɒ³³ mu³³      a³³ S/he makes food. 

khɪ³³ tsɒ³³ mu³³   tʂo³³    S/he’s making food. 

khɪ³³ tsɒ³³ mu³³ lɪ³³     a³³ S/he’ll make food. 

khɪ³³ tsɒ³³ mu³³ lɪ³³    ŋæ³³  S/he’ll make food. 

khɪ³³ tsɒ³³ mu³³    a⁵⁵   S/he made food. 

khɪ³³ tsɒ³³ mu³³    a⁵⁵ ŋæ³³  S/he has made food. 

khɪ³³  tɕɛ³³  xɒ³³ tʂo³³    S/he has run away. 

 

There are three markers in Sani which I call PHASE: one deals with the beginning of an event, 

another focuses on the continuing aspect of an event, and the third focuses on the ending of an 

event:   

 

 

                                                 
1
In my data from southern and eastern areas the perfective marker is lɒ⁵⁵ instead of a⁵⁵ .  
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so³³ 

study 

tɒ³³ lɪ³³ 

rise-come 

start to study 

so³³ 

study 

tshɪ³³ ʐi³³ 

descend-go 

continue to study 

so³³ 

study 

qɯ³³ 

end 

finish studying 

  

The position of the Phase marker is immediately after the predicate verb, before any other 

markers. Here are examples of Phase markers co-occurring with other markers: 

 

V  PHASE FUT COMPL PROG PERF STAT CRS  

mu³³ 

do   

tɒ³³lɪ³³   tʂo³³    (S/he) is starting to do it. 

mu³³ tshɪ³³ʐi³³ lɪ³³     a³³ (S/he) will continue to 

do it. 

mu³³ qɯ³³ lɪ³³     a³³ (S/he) will finish it. 

mu³³ qɯ³³  xɒ³³  a⁵⁵ ŋæ³³  (S/he) has finished doing 

it. 
 

Finally, there is the past experience marker no⁵⁵, expressing that something has taken place at 

least once in the past. Due to its meaning, it is not compatible with the future marker lɪ³³, the 

progressive marker tʂo³³, or the perfective marker a⁵⁵.  

 

S O V PHASE COMPL EXP STAT CRS  

khɪ³³ 

s/he 

ɪ³³lɒ³³  

this 

ne⁴⁴ 

read 

  no⁵⁵   S/he has  read this. 

khɪ³³ 

s/he 

ɪ³³lɒ³³  

this 

ne⁴⁴ 

read 

  no⁵⁵ ŋæ³³  S/he has  read this. 

khɪ³³ 

s/he 

ɪ³³lɒ³³ 

this 

ne⁴⁴ 

read 

qɯ³³ 

finish 

xɒ³³ no⁵⁵  a³³ 

 

S/he has read through all this.  

2.2 MODAL MARKERS 

Mode is marked with various kinds of modal auxiliaries following the predicate nucleus. 

Below is a list of different types of modalities found in Sani: 
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ɪ²¹ni³³ mu²¹ hɒ³³ kkkkɯɯɯɯ⁵⁵⁵⁵⁵⁵⁵⁵                possibility       
today  rain           can 

‘It may rain today’   

 

khɪ³³ si⁵⁵     ne⁴⁴ kkkkɯɯɯɯ⁵⁵⁵⁵⁵⁵⁵⁵                     ability (skill) 
3sg    letters see   can 

‘S/he can read.’ (knows how to read) 

 

khɪ³³ ɣɤ⁴⁴  qoqoqoqo⁵⁵⁵⁵⁵⁵⁵⁵         ability (strength) 
3sg    walk  can 

‘S/he can walk’ (has the strength to)  

 

khɪ³³ khɪ³³ lɒ³³   væ³³ nininini⁴⁴du⁴⁴du⁴⁴du⁴⁴du²¹²¹²¹²¹              intention 
3sg    that   DEF  buy   think       

‘S/he intends to buy it.’ 

 

khɪ³³ ŋoŋoŋoŋo⁵⁵⁵⁵⁵⁵⁵⁵  ʐi³³        desire 
3sg   want  go 

‘S/he wants to go.’        

 

Unlike other modal markers, ŋo⁵⁵ is placed before the main verb. This marker does not occur in 

my data from eastern or southern areas. The equivalent is li⁴⁴ placed after the main verb: ʐi³³ 

li⁴⁴. 
 

khɪ³³ si⁵⁵     so³³    zo³³zo³³zo³³zo³³      obligation 
3sg    letters study  should/must 

‘S/he should/must study.’ 

 

nɪ³³ qo³¹    ʐi³³ ddddɪɪɪɪ³¹³¹³¹³¹       permission 
you  return go   all right 

‘You can/may go back.’ 

 

khɪ³³ mu³³ ttttɒɒɒɒ³³³³³³³³                          consent 
3sg    do     willing 

‘S/he is willing to do it.’ 

 

khɪ³³ si⁵⁵    so³³   ŋŋŋŋæ³³dæ³³dæ³³dæ³³dɪɪɪɪ³¹³¹³¹³¹      probability 
3sg   letters study maybe 

‘S/he may study.’ ‘S/he maybe studies.’ 
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There may be both a modal marker and one or more aspect-like markers present at the same 

time. In the following examples, the aspect markers are written in bold face and the modal 

markers are underlined. 

 

nɒ³¹ zi³³  tɕɪ⁵⁵         dʐi²¹   aaaa⁵⁵⁵⁵⁵⁵⁵⁵      zo³³ 
2pl  TOP remember firmly PERF  must 

‘You must/should remember this.’ 

 

ɪ³³  no⁵⁵ lɒ³³  mu³³ qɯ³³  xxxxɒɒɒɒ³³³³³³³³        zo³³       
this job  DEF do     finish  COMPL should 

‘This job must be finished.’ 

 

khɪ³³ si⁵⁵   so³³   ttttʂʂʂʂo³³o³³o³³o³³    zo³³          
3sg    book study PROG should 

‘She should be studying.’ 

 

ŋɒ³³ ɣɤ⁴⁴ zo³³    a³³a³³a³³a³³ 
I       go    must   CRS 

‘I must go (now).’ 

 

qo³¹   ʐi³³ dɪ³¹       a³³a³³a³³a³³   
return go   all right CRS 

‘You can go (now).’ 

 

In the last two examples, notice the position of the marker a³³. Instead of occurring first, it 

follows the modal marker. This means that a³³ occupies a slot farther away from the main verb 

than what seems to be the slot for typical aspect markers. Another marker similar in this respect 

is ŋæ³³. This suggests that there may be something different about these two compared to the 

rest of the aspect markers. More discussion on a³³ and ŋæ³³ will follow in section 4 of this paper. 

3 HOW I ARRIVED AT MY CONCLUSIONS 

It is often easier for speakers to verbalize the meaning of a modal marker than the meaning 

of an aspectual marker. Even though there are differences between, say, zo³³ in Sani and 

yao/yinggai in Chinese, it is possible to give a rough equivalent that means something like 

‘should’, ‘must’, ‘ought to’. Aspectual distinctions tend to be more abstract. The “equivalents” 

people offer may be less informative or even misleading.  

Therefore I assumed that the following methods for analysis would be most useful when 

dealing with aspectual distinctions. They did, however, reveal some problems I had not been 

aware of in the area of modal markers as well. 
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3.1 MAKING TENTATIVE HYPOTHESES BASED ON A) EXAMPLES IN CONTEXT, AND 

B) EXAMPLES WITH THE SAME MARKER GROUPED TOGETHER 

One of my first tasks when starting to analyze Sani aspect markers was to go through texts 

and examples containing these markers. While extracting them from the text, I would also 

observe the kind of situations in which they were used. For example, I could see that: 

• The perfective marker a⁵⁵ is frequent in narrative describing past events. It’s found in 

almost every sentence as long as the story moves forward. 

• The Currently Relevant State marker a³³ seems to be less frequent overall, and definitely 

so in narrative materials. I have found it mostly in quoted materials or in excerpts from 

spoken language. 

• The progressive tʂo³³ is used to express events that are ongoing as well as events that are 

habitual such as ‘He is studying every day’. 

While extracting examples, I wrote down a reference code so that it would be possible to go 

back later and check the context. After that I grouped together all the sentences that contained 

the same marker. If I had been given a Chinese translation of the clause or a relevant part of it, I 

also wrote that down. With this information in mind, I then tried to discern what the common 

denominator might be that would trigger the use of the marker in question. 

3.2 CHARTING EXAMPLES 

The next task was to chart the extracted examples. If a clause only had one verb and one 

marker, then the task of identifying TAM markers was straightforward. The marker would be 

either right before or, more often, right after the verb. For example: 

 

khɪ³³ tsɒ³³ mu³³ ttttʂʂʂʂo³³o³³o³³o³³                        V + aspectual marker 
3sg    food do     PROG 

‘S/he is making food.’ 

 

khɪ³³ si⁵⁵      so³³   nininini⁴⁴du⁴⁴du⁴⁴du⁴⁴du²¹²¹²¹²¹    V + modal marker 
3sg    writing study intend 

‘S/he’s going to study.’ 

 

khɪ³³ ŋoŋoŋoŋo⁵⁵⁵⁵⁵⁵⁵⁵   ʐi³³     modal marker + V  

3sg    want  go 

‘S/he wants to go.’ 

 

Many predicates, however, are formed by combining two or three verbs together, and sometimes 

it was not obvious whether all of the verb-like elements were real verbs or if some of them were 
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TAM markers. Take for example the Sani verb ʐi³³  ‘go’. It can be a main verb, a directional 

expressing the direction of the action, or it can be used to indicate aspectual meaning: 

 

khɪ³³ lɯ⁵⁵dɪ³³ ʐʐʐʐi³³i³³i³³i³³              ʐi³³: main verb  
3sg    Lunan    go 

‘S/he goes to Lunan.’ 

 

nɪ³³ qo³¹    ʐʐʐʐi³³i³³i³³i³³ zo³³              ʐi³³: directional   

you  return go   should  (main verb: qo³¹) 
‘You should go back.’ 

 

khɪ³³ si⁵⁵     so³³   tshɪ³³     ʐʐʐʐi³³i³³i³³i³³  ʐi³³: aspectual meaning together with tshɪ³³ 

3sg  writing study descend go (main verbː so³³) 
‘S/he continues to study.’ 

 

I first grouped the different verb combinations based on their semantics. There were four main 

types. A main verb could be followed by another verb expressing path, direction, manner, or 

result. The path typically expresses notions like ‘ascend/up’, descend/down, exit/out, enter/in, 

return/back, etc.  

 
V          PATH      

lɤ³¹       thu³¹ 
go.through exit  

‘go out’ 

 

Usually the path is followed by an additional verb indicating direction, but path and direction 

can also occur independently from each other. The two directionals in Sani Yi are lɪ³³, 

expressing motion towards the speaker, and ʐi³³ expressing motion away from the speaker.  

 

V  PATH     DIR 

pha⁵⁵ de⁴⁴    lɪ³³ 
climb ascend     come 

‘to climb up (towards the speaker), ‘to come up (climbing)’ 

 

tʂo⁴⁴  qo³¹    ʐi³³ 
turn go-back   go 

‘to go back’, ‘to return’ 

 
V DIR 

qo³¹ lɪ³³ 
return  come 

‘come back’, ‘return’ 
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The manner verb adds a component that expresses how the activity is done. Many combinations 

are commonly used in idiomatic expressions like ‘pinch-eat’ when referring to eating with 

chopsticks, or ‘ladle-take’ when talking about taking something with a spoon. Other 

combinations are created as need be: 

 
MANNER  V        

ȵu⁴⁴    dzɒ²¹   
pinch     eat 

‘eat (by pinching food with the chopsticks)’ 

 

ɣɤ⁴⁴  tʂi³³ 
walk quick  

‘walk fast’ 

 

The fourth common type involves a verb or an adjective expressing the result of an event/action.  

 
V/A       RESULT 

ȵu⁴⁴   xe⁵⁵  
cut   short 

‘to cut’, ‘cut short’ 

 

pɪ⁵⁵    pe⁴⁴ 
shut   close 

‘to close’, ‘shut down’ 

 

When path, direction, manner, and result were sorted out, what remained were mostly elements 

with an aspectual or modal meaning. A few ambiguous cases remained, though.  When ʐi³³  ‘go’  

and  lɪ³³  ‘come’ function as auxiliaries, they can be, depending on the context, either 

directionals or aspectual markers. The process of charting helped to clarify the situation. 
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‘he’ / 

‘she’ 

simplex or 

complex  

predicate 

PHASE FUT PROG PERF CRS  

¹  khɪ³³  ʑæ³³   
laugh 

  tʂo³³   S/he is laughing. 

²  khɪ³³ do⁴⁴ lɪ³³ 
exit   come  

  tʂo³³   S/he is coming. 

³  khɪ³³ ʑæ³³ 
laugh  

 lɪ³³   a³³ S/he will laugh. 

⁴  khɪ³³ do⁴⁴   lɪ³³ 
exit     come 

 lɪ³³   a³³ S/he will come. 

⁵  khɪ³³ qo³¹   ʐi³³ 
return  go 

 lɪ³³   a³³ S/he’ll go back. 

⁶  khɪ³³ so³³ 
study 

tshɪ³³ ʐi³³   a⁵⁵  S/he continued to 

study. 

⁷  khɪ³³  so³³ 
study 

tshɪ³³ ʐi³³ lɪ³³   a³³ S/he’ll continue 

to study. 

⁸  khɪ³³ tʂo⁴⁴ qo³¹  lɪ³³ 
turn   return  come 

   a⁵⁵  ‘S/he came back.’ 

 

The pattern that emerged showed that a verb can simultaneously take two different types of  lɪ³³. 

The directional lɪ³³ occurs right after the main verb (clauses 2, 4, and 8). The future marker lɪ³³ 

occupies another slot farther away from the predicate verb (clauses 3-5, 7). In this usage, lɪ³³  has 

lost its directional meaning and can combine with ʐi³³ without a semantic clash (clauses 5, 7). As 

a directional, ʐi³³ occupies the same slot as the directional lɪ³³ right after the verb. When ʐi³³ is 

used to indicate continuous aspect, it is combined with tshɪ³³ and placed in the slot between the 

main verb and the future marker. 

Charting also clarifies which combinations are possible and which elements do not occur 

together. The future marker lɪ³³ can combine with the Currently Relevant State marker a³³ but it 

does not co-occur with the perfective marker a⁵⁵. This fact, then, helps to determine the meaning 

of lɪ³³ in sentences like the ones below. In the first example lɪ³³ must be a future marker because 

it is followed by a³³. In the second example it cannot be a future marker because it is followed 

by a⁵⁵. Hence, there lɪ³³  is the ordinary verb ‘come.’ 

 

khɪ³³ khɪ³³ ʂi²¹    lɒ³³    mu³³ lɪ³³   a³³ 
3sg   that   matter DEF   do     FUT CRS 

‘S/he will take care of that matter.’ 
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khɪ³³ khɪ³³  ʂi²¹     lɒ³³   mu³³ lɪ³³    a⁵⁵  
3sg    that   matter  DEF  do     come PERF 

‘S/he came to take care of that matter.’ 

3.3 CHECKING THEORETICALLY POSSIBLE COMBINATIONS 

Once the possible slots and their ordering had been defined, I started to check the 

combinations that could potentially exist, for which I had no examples. Was it that I just had not 

happened to come across such examples yet, or were they non-existent because of some kind of 

semantic incompatibility? Seeking answers to these questions helped to verify the meaning of 

several of the aspectual markers. For example, if a⁵⁵ is a perfective marker, I would not expect it 

to co-occur with the future marker. In many cases predictions like these turned out to be true. 

But it also turned out that some combinations I did not expect did, in fact, exist. For a while, I 

had thought that dʐi²¹ was some kind of phase marker. Hence I placed it in the Phase column 

and did not expect to find it together with other phase markers. Here is an example of such an 

erroneous chart: 

 
PREDICATE PHASE FUT PERF CRS  

mu²¹ hɒ³³  ‘rain’ dʐi²¹  a⁵⁵   It started to rain. 

mu²¹ hɒ³³  ‘rain’ tɒ³³ lɪ³³    It’s starting to rain. 

mu³³         ‘do’ qɯ³³ lɪ³³  a³³ S/he finished doing it. 

so³³          ‘study’ tshɪ³³ ʐi³³    S/he continues to study. 

 

In some sense dʐi²¹ seemed to fit the Phase column as it is often translated as ‘start to’ in 

Chinese. But on the other hand, there is also tɒ³³ lɪ³³ meaning ‘start to’. Could dʐi²¹ be 

associated with the beginning of past events and tɒ³³ lɪ³³ with non-past events? There seemed to 

be such a correlation. But then, when testing theoretically possible combinations, I elicited an 

example with both dʐi²¹ and qɯ³³ in the same clause–and discovered that it was perfectly 

possible: do²¹ be⁴⁴ dʐi²¹ qɯ³³ ‘stop speaking’. If dʐi²¹ really meant ‘start to’, it would not be 

likely to co-occur with qɯ³³ meaning ’finish’. Besides, its position was before Phase, which was 

the first slot after the predicate verb. This suggested that dʐi²¹ might belong to the predicate 

column. If that was correct, dʐi²¹ should have some kind of non-aspectual meaning. 

After looking through all my examples with dʐi²¹, I concluded that the semantic component 

that dʐi²¹ seems to contribute to the predicate is the change of situation of the predicate. I 

decided to gloss it ‘become’. In general, Sani verbs are not packed with complex semantic 

concepts. Instead, such concepts are expressed by combining several verbs together, each 
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contributing a certain component of the total meaning of such a concept. For example, vɪ³³ adds 

transitivity to kua⁵⁵ ‘hang’, so that one can express that somebody is hanging something 

(vɪ³³ kua⁵⁵) instead of just stating that something is hanging (kua⁵⁵). Similarly, qɪ⁵⁵ is used to 

add a causative component to verbs and ku³³ adds an agentive/reflexive component. Below are 

some examples with dʐi²¹. All of the verbs in front of dʐi²¹ can occur alone as well but in that 

case there would not be the notion of change that dʐi²¹ adds to the compound: 

 

do⁴⁴    dʐi²¹       (change of location) 

go.out become 

‘leave’ 

 

mu²¹hɒ³³ dʐi²¹     a⁵⁵    (change of state from non-rainy to rainy)   

rain          become PERF            

‘it’s raining’ or ‘it started to rain’ 

 

hɤ³¹   dʐi²¹     sɒ³³       be⁴⁴   (change of position from, say, sitting to standing) 

stand  become ADVBL speak    

‘speak standing’ 

 

As a result I revised my charts and placed dʐi²¹ in the predicate column:  

 
PREDICATE PHASE FUT PERF CRS  

mu²¹hɒ³³ dʐi²¹ 
rain         become 

  a⁵⁵   It started to rain. 

mu²¹ hɒ³³ 
rain   

tɒ³³ lɪ³³    It’s starting to rain. 

mu³³          
do 

qɯ³³ lɪ³³  a³³ S/he will  finish doing it. 

so³³         
study 

tshɪ³³ ʐi³³    S/he continues to study. 

 

Now the chart made better sense. One type of marking focuses on the beginning part of an event, 

another on the middle part, and one on the end part, while dʐi²¹ does something else. With my 

new understanding of its meaning I could ask questions that helped to verify that there indeed is 

some kind of change implied in those sentences that contain dʐi²¹. For example, referring to a 

sentence like the one below, I could ask “Where do you think the speaker is and where is the 

person he’s talking about?” And the answer would be something like this: “The speaker is at 

home but the person spoken about isn’t there anymore; he has gone to meet the guests.”   
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khɪ³³ væ³³  tse⁵⁵ dʐi²¹     a⁵⁵ 
3sg    guest meet become PERF 

‘He’s gone to meet the guests.’   

 

Another example of how testing theoretically possible combinations helped to pin down the 

meaning of particles involves the perfective a⁵⁵ and the Currently Relevant State particle a³³ 

(following the terminology of Li and Thompson 1981). I took every charted example containing 

one of those particles, changed it to the other one and asked whether such a phrase was 

acceptable.  

The result was that sometimes either one was possible, but the meaning would not be 

exactly the same. The perfective aspect looks at the event in its entirety often with the inferred 

meaning that it has happened already. That is not part of the meaning of Currently Relevant 

State: 

 

no⁵⁵ŋɪ²¹  sæ³³ do⁴⁴     dʐi²¹      a⁵⁵ 
things      take  go.out  become  PERF 
‘(They) took away the things (they are not here anymore).’ 

 

no⁵⁵ŋɪ²¹  sæ³³ do⁴⁴     dʐi²¹      a³³ 
things      take  go.out  become CRS 

‘(They) take away the things (and once it’s done, the things will not be here anymore). 

 

On the other hand, only a³³ is possible if a situation cannot be construed as perfective: 

 

nɪ³³ ɣɤ⁴⁴ dɪ³¹       a³³     (*a⁵⁵)  
you go    all.right CRS 

‘You can go (now).’ 

 

ŋɒ³³ vɪ³³   hæ³³   qo⁵⁵zɒ²¹   tʂo³³ a³³ (*a⁵⁵) 
my   home house Kunming  be     CRS 

‘My home is in Kunming.’ 

3.4  CONTRASTING PHRASES THAT DIFFER ONLY IN ONE MARKER 

While charting and checking possible combinations has helped me to know what my 

questions are, contrasting similar clauses has been the best method of finding out what the 

aspectual distinctions actually mean. For example, if I find examples in my charts of 

Noun + vɪ³³ a⁵⁵ and Noun + vɪ³³ xɒ³³ a⁵⁵, I will ask: What does xɒ³³ add to a clause that already 
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has the perfective a⁵⁵ ?  I then strip the clauses of irrelevant differences, by leaving out extra 

information and homogenizing the subject and the object, to bring out the contrast in question. 

For example: 

 

khɪ³³ ʐi³³mɒ³³ vɪ³³  a⁵⁵        
3sg    money    take PERF 

‘He took money (with him).’ 

 

khɪ³³ ʐi³³mɒ³³ vɪ³³  xɒ³³        a⁵⁵       
3sg   money     take  COMPL PERF 

‘He took (all) the money. 

 

Now a native speaker may be able to verbalize what the relevant distinction is. If not, I can ask 

questions like: “In which situation would you use the second clause rather than the first clause?” 

The answer could be, “If he took all of the money you would use the second clause, not the first 

one.”  

Notice also what happens to the meaning when the perfective marker is replaced with kɯ⁵⁵ 

‘can’. The inferred sense that the event has already taken place is lost, but not the sense of 

completeness. The two can be independent of each other: 

 

khɪ³³ nɪ³³  ʐi³³mɒ³³ vɪ³³   xɒ³³       kɯ⁵⁵  
3sg    you  money     take  COMPL can 

‘He can take away (all) your money.’ 

 

Here is another example that brings out the contrast between the perfective and the completive 

markers. The exact nature of completeness that the completive marker contributes depends on 

the semantics of the main verb. In the previous examples, where the verb was ‘to take’, the 

difference was an unspecified amount vs. the whole. In the next pair of clauses the verb is 

‘return’ and the distinction is that between a temporary and a final returning to a home country. 

 

kɪ³³ʂi²¹ fen³³lan³¹qo³¹    dʐi²¹       a⁵⁵ 
they      Finland    return  become  PERF 
‘They have gone back to Finland (but they will return to China again).’ 

 

kɪ³³ʂi²¹ fen³³lan³¹qo³¹     dʐi²¹       xɒ³³ 
they      Finland     return  become  COMPL 

‘They have gone back to Finland (and will not come back to China any more).’ 
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Finally, let’s look at a pair of clauses that contrast the presence or absence of a perfective 

marker. As we can expect, an aspectual distinction is not concerned about the time when 

something happens. A sentence like the one below can be used in a situation where somebody 

has made a trip to a bookstore trying to find a certain book. The following day, when a friend 

asks if he saw the book in question in the bookstore, the friend may say: 

 

nɪ³³  khɪ³³ si⁵⁵pɤ²¹  lɒ³³   ne⁴⁴ ŋo³³ŋo³³  
you  that   book       DEF  look see see 

‘Did you see that book?’ 

 

What would be a situation where one would add a perfective marker after the verb? It could be 

used, for example, when pointing to a book in the room and asking something that, in English, 

might be expressed ‘Do you see that book? / Did you see that book? (I bought it yesterday).’  

 

nɪ³³  khɪ³³ si⁵⁵pɤ²¹ lɒ³³   ne⁴⁴ ŋo³³ŋo³³ a⁵⁵   
you  that   book      DEF  look see see   PERF 

‘Do you see that book? / Did you see that book? 

 

3.5 TESTING HOW PHRASES BEHAVE WHEN TURNED INTO QUESTIONS OR 

NEGATED 

In Sani, declarative clauses are turned into questions by repeating the predicate.  

 

nɪ³³ so³³    so³³ 
you study  study 

‘Do you study?’ 

 

Before doing a proper analysis, I was often confused about which verb I was supposed to repeat. 

Here are some examples illustrating compound predicates: 

 

nɪ³³ dededede⁴⁴     de⁴⁴⁴⁴     de⁴⁴⁴⁴     de⁴⁴⁴⁴     de⁴⁴     ʐi³³    main verb repeated 
you ascend ascend  go 

‘Do you go up?’ 

 

nɪ³³ mu³³ kkkkɯɯɯɯ⁵⁵⁵⁵⁵⁵⁵⁵ k k k kɯɯɯɯ⁵⁵⁵⁵⁵⁵⁵⁵     modal verb repeated 
you do     can    can 

‘Can you do it?’ 

 

Similarly, with TAM markers, sometimes it would be the predicate verb, sometimes the marker 

that was repeatedː 
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nɪ³³ so³³   so³³so³³   so³³so³³   so³³so³³   so³³   tʂo³³     main verb repeated 
you study study  PROG 

‘Are you studying?’ 

 

nɪ³³ ne⁴⁴  xxxxɒɒɒɒ³³       x³³       x³³       x³³       xɒɒɒɒ³³³³³³³³       a⁵⁵   aspect marker repeated 

you read  COMPL COMPL PERF 

‘Did you read it already?’ 

 

Once the different types of compounds were identified and I knew how to do the charting, a 

pattern started to emerge. The table below also includes dʐi²¹ which ended up being analyzed as 

a part of a complex predicate. Of these compounds, two reduplicate the main verb, while three 

reduplicate the following verb. In both groups the negative morpheme is placed in front of the 

verb that gets reduplicated in question forms. 

 

compound 

types 

the part repeated interrogative negative 

path 

‘go out’ 

path (whether main verb 

or not) 
lɤ³¹thu³¹thu³¹thu³¹thu³¹thu³¹thu³¹thu³¹thu³¹ 

lɤ³¹ thu³¹thu³¹thu³¹thu³¹thu³¹thu³¹thu³¹thu³¹ ʐi³³ 

lɤ³¹ mmmmɒɒɒɒ²¹²¹²¹²¹thu³¹ 

lɤ³¹ mmmmɒɒɒɒ²¹²¹²¹²¹thu³¹ ʐi³³ 
direction 

‘go up’  

main verb dededede⁴⁴ de⁴⁴⁴⁴ de⁴⁴⁴⁴ de⁴⁴⁴⁴ de⁴⁴ ʐi³³ mmmmɒɒɒɒ²¹²¹²¹²¹de⁴⁴ ʐi³³ 

manner 

‘do well’ 

manner mu³³ttttʂʂʂʂa³¹ta³¹ta³¹ta³¹tʂʂʂʂa³¹a³¹a³¹a³¹ 

 

mu³³ mmmmɒɒɒɒ²¹²¹²¹²¹tʂa³¹ 

result 

‘boil until done’ 
result tɕe⁵⁵mæ³³mæ³³mæ³³mæ³³mæ³³mæ³³mæ³³mæ³³ tɕe⁵⁵ m m m mɒɒɒɒ²¹²¹²¹²¹mæ³³ 

change 

‘run (away)’  
main verb ttttɕɕɕɕe³³ te³³ te³³ te³³ tɕɕɕɕɛɛɛɛ³³³³³³³³ dʐi²¹ tɕɛ³³ mmmmɒɒɒɒ²¹²¹²¹²¹ dʐi²¹ 

 

After sorting out the compounds, I was ready to deal with the aspect-like markers. There were 

two sets. The first set contains markers that lack verb-like behavior. They cannot be 

reduplicated, nor can the negative marker be placed in front of them.  

 

aspect markers:  the part repeated  interrogative negative 

Future 

‘will come’ 

verb ɣɤ⁴⁴ɣɤ⁴⁴lɪ³³ (a³³) (mɒ²¹ ɣɤ⁴⁴ a³³) 

Progressive 

‘is studying’ 

verb so³³so³³ tʂo³³ mɒ²¹ so³³ tʂo³³ 

Perfective 

‘looked’ 

verb ne⁴⁴ne⁴⁴ a⁵⁵ 

 

mɒ²¹ ne⁴⁴ a⁵⁵ 

Currently Relevant State 

‘live (somewhere)’ 

verb ni³³ni³³ a³³ mɒ²¹ ni³³ a³³ 
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In the second set, it is the marker (the first part, in case there are two) that is reduplicated or 

negated. These markers, thus, are auxiliary verbs rather than particles. 

 

aspect markers:  the part repeated  interrogative negative 

Phase 

   ‘finish doing’ 

   ‘start to do’ 

   ‘continue to do’ 

Phase 

 

 

mu³³ qqqqɯɯɯɯ³³q³³q³³q³³qɯɯɯɯ³³³³³³³³ 

mu³³ ttttɒɒɒɒ³³t³³t³³t³³tɒɒɒɒ³³³³³³³³ lɪ³³ 

mu³³ tshtshtshtshɪɪɪɪ³³tsh³³tsh³³tsh³³tshɪɪɪɪ³³³³³³³³ ʐi³³ 

mu³³ mmmmɒɒɒɒ²¹q²¹q²¹q²¹qɯɯɯɯ³³³³³³³³ 

mu³³ mmmmɒɒɒɒ²¹t²¹t²¹t²¹tɒɒɒɒ³³³³³³³³ lɪ³³ 

mu³³ mmmmɒɒɒɒ²¹tsh²¹tsh²¹tsh²¹tshɪɪɪɪ³³³³³³³³ ʐi³³    
Completive 

‘drink’ ‘drink up’ 

Completive tʂi⁵⁵xxxxɒɒɒɒ³³x³³x³³x³³xɒɒɒɒ³³³³³³³³  tʂi⁵⁵mmmmɒɒɒɒ²¹²¹²¹²¹xɒ³³ 

Stative 

‘is made (of)’ 

Stative (ku³³ a⁵⁵ ŋŋŋŋæ³³æ³³æ³³æ³³ŋŋŋŋæ³³æ³³æ³³æ³³) 

ku³³ a⁵⁵ ŋŋŋŋ³³ ³³ ³³ ³³ ŋŋŋŋæ³³æ³³æ³³æ³³ 

ku³³ a⁵⁵ mmmmɒɒɒɒ²²²²¹¹¹¹ ŋæ³³ 

ku³³ a⁵⁵ mmmmɒɒɒɒ²¹²¹²¹²¹ ŋæ³³ 
 

The modal markers follow mostly the pattern: V + modal auxiliary. In questions it is this second 

part that is reduplicated or where the negative morpheme appears:  

 

modal markers part repeated / 

negated 

interrogative negative 

possibility/ability 

‘can’ (skill)   

modal be⁴⁴ kkkkɯɯɯɯ⁵⁵⁵⁵⁵⁵⁵⁵kkkkɯɯɯɯ⁵⁵⁵⁵⁵⁵⁵⁵ be⁴⁴ mmmmɒɒɒɒ²¹ ²¹ ²¹ ²¹ kɯ⁵⁵
  

ability  

‘can’ (strength) 

modal mu³³tʂhi³³qoqoqoqo⁵⁵qo⁵⁵⁵⁵qo⁵⁵⁵⁵qo⁵⁵⁵⁵qo⁵⁵ mu³³tʂhi³³ mmmmɒɒɒɒ²¹²¹²¹²¹qo⁵⁵ 

obligation 

‘should 

modal so³³ zo³³ zo³³zo³³ zo³³zo³³ zo³³zo³³ zo³³ so mmmmɒɒɒɒ²¹²¹²¹²¹ zo³³ 

permission 

‘may’ 

modal mu³³ ddddɪɪɪɪ³¹ d³¹ d³¹ d³¹ dɪɪɪɪ³¹³¹³¹³¹ mu³³ mmmmɒɒɒɒ²¹²¹²¹²¹ dɪ³¹ 

consent 

‘be willing’ 

modal mu³³ ttttɒɒɒɒ³³ t³³ t³³ t³³ tɒɒɒɒ³³³³³³³³  mu³³ mmmmɒɒɒɒ²¹²¹²¹²¹ tɒ³³ 

 

One marker, ŋo⁵⁵ ‘want’, reverses the order of the elements by occurring before the main verb. 

Yet, interrogative/negative clauses are formed in the same way as in the main group by repeating 

or negating the second element.  

 

modal marker part repeated / 

negated 

interrogative negative 

desire 

‘want’  

main verb
2
 ŋo⁵⁵ so³³so³³so³³so³³so³³so³³so³³so³³ ŋo⁵⁵ mmmmɒɒɒɒ²¹²¹²¹²¹ so³³ 

 

                                                 
2
In my data from the Southern area, the modal marker is li⁴⁴ . It follows the verb and behaves just like the main set 

of marker in interrogative and negative clauses:  ʐi³³ li⁴⁴ li⁴⁴ / ʐi³³ mɒ²¹ li⁴⁴. 
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Two of the modal distinctions outlined initially together with other modalities seem to belong to 

another type of utterance. These are intention and possibility. They are expressed by disyllabic 

words. Negation is handled by placing the negative marker in front of the main verb. 

Syntactically the phrases resemble periphrastic constructions: 

 

modal markers part repeated / 

negated 

interrogative negative 

intention 

‘intend’ 

main verb
3
 væ³³væ³³væ³³væ³³væ³³væ³³væ³³væ³³ ni⁴⁴du²¹ mmmmɒɒɒɒ²¹²¹²¹²¹    væ³³ ni⁴⁴du²¹     

probability 

‘may’ 

main verb           - mmmmɒɒɒɒ²¹²¹²¹²¹ ʐi³³ ŋæ³³dɪ³¹ 

 

At this point, when I had established that aspectual and modal markers could be grouped in 

meaningful sets that each behaved in a certain way, I wanted to revisit my analysis of dʐi²¹.  If 

dʐi²¹ were a Phase marker I would expect it to be compatible with the pattern exhibited by Phase 

markers. In that case, dʐi²¹ would be the one repeated in questions and the one taking a negative 

marker in front of it in negative clauses. But this is not the case. Instead, dʐi²¹ behaves the same 

way as path and direction compounds, where the main verb is the one being repeated. With this 

additional support, I feel confident that dʐi²¹ is not an aspectual marker, as I initially assumed 

and as Chinese translations suggested, but rather a verbal complement.  

 

khɪ³³ do⁴⁴    do⁴⁴    dʐi²¹      a⁵⁵          mɒ²¹ do⁴⁴    dʐi²¹     a⁵⁵      sɪ²¹  
3sg   go.out go.out  become PERF         not    go.out  become PERF yet 

‘Has he gone out?’           ‘He has not gone out yet.’ 

 

The exercise of exploring interrogative and negative forms had an additional benefit that I had 

not anticipated. I found in my data instances where it looked like the wrong verb had been 

reduplicated: 

 

nɪ³³ no⁵⁵ŋɪ²¹ væ³³  væ³³ ʐi³³ a⁵⁵ 
you thing      buy    buy  go   PERF 

 

nɪ³³  no⁵⁵ŋɪ²¹ væ³³ ʐi³³ ʐi³³  a⁵⁵ 
you  thing      buy  go   go    PERF 

 

                                                 
3
My data from eastern Sani area shows another usage. Instead of the main verb, the modal marker is the one that 

gets reduplicated or negated: væ³³ ni⁴⁴du²¹du²¹ / væ³³ ni⁴⁴mɒ²¹du²¹. 
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When checking with a native speaker I discovered that both are correct but they differ in 

meaning. The first clause means ‘Did you go to buy things?’ The second one says ‘Did you take 

something with you?’ Or more literally: You bought something and did you go? This discovery 

helped to further clarify how to interpret ʐi³³ in different constructions. In RRG terms we can 

say that there are three ways in which it can be linked to other verb- like elements in a clause: 

 

type of  

linkage 

forming 

complex 

arguments 

(Actor, 

Undergoer) 

example  

(in question 

form) 

meaning  repeated/negated  

element 

nuclear predicate sharing all 

(= sharing A) 
de⁴⁴de⁴⁴ ʐi³³ ‘go up’, 

‘ascend’ 

(directional) 

the other one 

core core sharing one  

(A but not U) 
væ³³væ³³ ʐi³³ ‘go to buy’ the other one 

peripheral sentence independently 

selected 
væ³³ ʐi³³ ʐi³³ ‘take with’, lit. 

‘buy (and) go’ 
ʐi³³ 

4  SHARING MY RESULTS WITH OTHERS IN WRITING 

The exercise of preparing this paper has once again proved how useful it is to write down 

one’s observations and turn them into a paper. There were several assumptions I was 

comfortable with until I tried to be explicit about them in writing. Some needed to be modified, 

some were wrong, and some things had never occurred to me until the process of writing helped 

to open my eyes. My point is: writing things for oneself is not the same as writing things for 

others to read. I want to give two examples of things that had been in my data all along but I did 

not notice until during the course of writing this paper. 

The particle a³³ is similar to the sentence-final le in Chinese. Following Li and Thompson 

(1981), I have called it Currently Relevant State. In Chinese, according to Li and Thompson 

(1981: 244), le is used to:  

1. express a change of state 

2. correct a wrong assumption 

3. report progress so far 

4. determine what will happen next 

5. express the speaker’s total contribution to the conversation at that point 

The Sani a³³, I am convinced, has some of these uses. It often appears in sentences implying 

that there is a change of state, or it is frequently (but not obligatorily) attached after the future 

marker.  
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nɪ³³ ʐi³³mɒ³³ tʂo³³ tʂo³³?  mɒ²¹ tʂo³³  a³³   change of state implied 
you money    have have    NEG  have CRS 

‘Do you have money.’ ‘No, I don’t (anymore).’ 

 

mu²¹hɒ³³ tɒ³³lɪ³³ a³³       what will happen next 
rain          start    CRS 

‘It will start raining.’ 

 

While writing this paper I have become increasingly aware that some of the uses of the Chinese 

–le appear to be rare or non-existent in Sani. For example, a³³ does not seem to be used to 

correct a wrong assumption. There are other devices for that purpose, one of which involves the 

use of ŋæ³³, something I had not noticed before.  

 

a²¹ŋæ³³ mu³³  zo³³      ŋæ³³ 

now     do     should  

‘It should be done now.’ ‘You should do it now.’ 

 

It would be possible to leave out the ŋæ³³ at the end of the sentence, or to change it to a³³, but 

the effect would not be the same. Without ŋæ³³ the sentence becomes more neutral, less forceful. 

Originally, I glossed ŋæ³³ as Stative because of its use in sentences like the one below: 

 

khɪ³³ qo⁵⁵zɒ²¹  ʐi³³  a⁵⁵      ŋæ³³ 
3sg   Kunming go    PERF  STAT 

‘S/he has gone to Kunming.’ ‘S/he is in Kunming.’ 

 

Without ŋæ³³ the clause might be better translated as ‘S/he went to Kunming.’ and could be used 

when describing a succession of events: S/he went to Kunming and then /she... I still think the 

gloss Stative in that kind of context is correct, but I am becoming increasingly aware of 

instances where ŋæ³³ seems to be related to validational or veridical force (see Payne 1997: 252-

255). For example, if one wants to say ‘It should be done this way,’ ‘You should do it this way,’ 

there are at least three options: 

 

i³³zi³³    mu³³ zo³³ 
this way do     should 

 

i³³zi³³ mu³³ zo³³  a³³ 

 

i³³zi³³ mu³³ zo³³  ŋæ³³ 
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Of these three, the one with ŋæ³³ is the strongest. The one without either a³³ or ŋæ³³ seems the 

most neutral, something one could say when speaking in general terms. What is the function of 

a³³ in the second option? Previously, I would have said: Currently Relevant State. Now I am not 

so sure. Maybe even a³³ has uses that are related to validational or veridical force. Consider the 

following clauses all expressing ‘It will happen.’ 

 

khɪ³³ ʂi²¹   lɒ³³  mu³³    dlɒ³³     lɪ³³ 
that   thing DEF happen become FUT 

 

khɪ³³ ʂi²¹   lɒ³³  mu³³    dlɒ³³     lɪ³³    a³³ 

 

khɪ³³ ʂi²¹   lɒ³³  mu³³    dlɒ³³     lɪ³³   ŋæ³³ 

 

The third clause makes the strongest claim and could perhaps be translated ‘It will surely 

happen.’ But what is the difference between the first and the second wording, or the second and 

the third? How should a³³ and ŋæ³³ be glossed in examples like these? I don’t know yet. I will 

have to write another paper about that. 

5 CONCLUSION 

In summary, several methods have been necessary to adequately analyze TAM markers. To 

get an initial idea of the meaning of various markers, I first made hypotheses based on examples 

in oral and written discourse. The context allowed me to make observations on what kind of 

situations the markers tended to be used in. Then, when I grouped similar examples together, I 

started to see what the common denominator in all those clauses might be.  

Charting was one of the most revealing exercises. I discovered that the order of elements 

was not necessarily what I had expected. There were also restrictions on co-occurrence that I had 

not been clear about before. Charting forced me to be explicit about what should count as a 

TAM marker and what should be analyzed as a compound predicate. If I could not distinguish 

the two I would not know which slot to place an element in. In this process I noticed I had had 

an incorrect understanding of the meaning of a certain compound.  

Another way to shed light on the meaning of different elements was to check theoretically 

possible combinations. I found patterns that exist in the language that had been missing in my 

data.  
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To further pin down the meaning of various markers, I contrasted clauses that differed only 

in one marker. At this point I already had a fairly good idea of what the differences might be and 

deliberately looked for pairs of clauses that brought out the distinctions I wanted to clarify.  

After all this, I tested how example sentences behaved when negated or turned into 

questions. This was something I had done before, but I had not been able to see the picture 

clearly. Now after completing steps 2-4, the patterns finally started to make sense and I could 

verify or correct previous analyses. As a side benefit, I even discovered how three different 

linking patterns, two of which were not the object of my study at this point, behaved in the 

interrogative and negative forms. 

Finally, writing this paper has been a process of sifting valid assumptions from ones that 

cannot stand close scrutiny. The process has helped me to see which claims I am fairly confident 

about and which ones will require more research. There were not quite as many particles as I 

expected. Many of the TAM markers still seem to retain verb-like qualities. Furthermore, at least 

two of the markers I earlier considered as plain TAM markers may have other uses which I am 

only now starting to see. 

APPENDIX: ABBREVIATIONS 

ADVBL  Adverbializer 

A   Actor 

COMPL  Completive 

CRS   Currently Relevant State 

DEF   Definitive 

DIR   Directional 

EXP   Experiential 

FUT   Future 

NEG   Negative 

PERF   Perfective 

PRED   Predicate 

PROG   Progressive 

RRG   Role and Reference Grammar 

S   Subject 

O   Object 

STAT   Stative 
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TAM   Tense, Aspect, Mode 

TOP   Topic 

U   Undergoer 

V   Verb 

V/A   Verb or adjectival verb 

3sg   3
rd

 person singular 

2pl   2
nd

 person plural 
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